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Abstract

Information about a classical parameter encoded in a quantum state can only decrease if the state undergoes a non-unitary
evolution, arising from the interaction with an environment. However, instantaneous control unitaries may be used
to mitigate the decrease of information caused by an open dynamics. A possible, locally optimal (in time) choice for
such controls is the one that maximises the time-derivative of the quantum Fisher information (QFI) associated with a
parameter encoded in an initial state. In this study, we focus on a single bosonic mode subject to a Markovian, thermal
master equation, and determine analytically the optimal time-local control of the QFI for its initial squeezing angle
(optical phase) and strength. We show that a single initial control operation is already optimal for such cases and
quantitatively investigate situations where the optimal control is applied after the open dynamical evolution has begun.

1. Introduction

In analysing the accuracy of high precision metrological
setups, one must take into account quantum mechanics,
since it enforces an intrinsically statistical description of
experiments. The field of quantum parameter estimation
was born to address the challenges that arise when combin-
ing concepts from classical statistics with the formalism of
quantum mechanics [1, 2]. This line of research has lead
to the realisation that peculiar properties of quantum sys-
tems can be employed to build high precision sensors, with
performances not available to purely classical systems [3–7].

However, when the quantum system is subjected to a
noisy (non-unitary) dynamics the promised advantage can
easily be lost [8–10]. Several approaches have been pro-
posed to suppress or at least mitigate the effect of noise in
quantum metrology. Some of those assume (partial) access
to the environment causing the non-unitary dynamics [11–
16], possibly also applying measurement-based feedback.
Another popular way of tackling this issue is the use of
error correcting codes, which have to be specifically tailored
for metrological applications [17–26].

The form of quantum control that is closest to exper-
imental implementations is focused on devising optimal
time-dependent pulses given an available set of control
Hamiltonians [27]. In this context, optimal pulses for noisy
metrology have been investigated by numerical methods [28–
30]. Dynamical decoupling [31, 32] is a particularly useful
approach in choosing pulses to protect a quantum system
from an environment, and it has also been studied in the
context of quantum metrology [33, 34].
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We mention that the interplay between quantum metrol-
ogy and quantum control is a vast subject that goes well
beyond the aim of counteracting and mitigating the effect
of noise. Optimal control pulses have been employed to
achieve a nonclassical time-scaling for the precision in the
estimation of parameters characterizing time-dependent
fields [35–37], and also to enhance the performance of re-
mote parameter estimation [38].

In some physical systems, it is reasonable to assume that
the control operations can act essentially instantaneously
(relative to the timescales of the free dynamics). Under
this assumption, we can think of the controlled dynamics
as the free nonunitary evolution interspersed by unitary
operations; this is the framework we will be working in.
The use of such control unitaries was shown to be useful to
restore a nonclassical time scaling when sensing nontrivial
Hamiltonian parameters [39–41], and the same idea has
been applied to Gaussian multimode interferometry [42].

In this paper, we focus on a particular flavour of op-
timal control that is “time-local’, meaning that the time-
derivative of some figure of merit is optimised over in-
stantaneous unitary operations. This approach has been
applied to thermodynamical quantities, both in finite-
dimensional [43] and Gaussian quantum systems [44, 45]
and also to counteract the decay of entanglement in two-
mode Gaussian systems [46]. Here we follow the same
approach but with the aim of counteracting the decay of
the metrological usefulness of a quantum state, quantified
by the quantum Fisher information (QFI). In particular, we
focus on a simple but paradigmatic model: a single bosonic
mode evolving in a Markovian thermal environment. Fur-
thermore, we concentrate on Gaussian states and Gaussian
control operations, since they are readily implementable in
many physical platforms [47–50].
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We consider a situation in which the encoding of the
unknown parameter happens before the free open dynam-
ics of the system. This is a reasonable model when also
the parameter encoding happens very quickly compared
to the time scale of the free evolution. In other words,
the noisy dynamics can be considered as an unavoidable
part of the detection stage, which does not affect the pa-
rameter encoding stage. This approach is different from
considering the encoding on the parameter as part of the
dynamical evolution, as done in many of the studies we
have mentioned.

One of our main results and our starting point for
this analysis is a compact analytical formula for the time
derivative of the QFI. We find that the information about a
parameter encoded in the first moments is unaffected by the
control strategies we consider, and thus we restrict to pa-
rameters encoded in the covariance matrix (CM), i.e., angle
and strength of squeezing. Not surprisingly, the estimation
of squeezing with Gaussian states has been considered by
various authors [51–57]. Here, we find the optimal uni-
tary controls to preserve the QFI associated with both the
squeezing angle (i.e., an optical phase parameter) and the
squeezing strength. Interestingly, the optimal strategy we
find is analogous to the one found in [39, 40] for noiseless
Hamiltonian estimation, i.e., applying the inverse of the pa-
rameter encoding unitary. This inverse transformation also
appears when studying optimal measurements for noiseless
multiparameter estimation [58, 59]. Since these optimal
operations depend on the unknown true value of the pa-
rameter, their effectiveness only make sense in the context
of an adaptive estimation scheme [60].

Remarkably, we also find that repeated control opera-
tions are unnecessary and the optimal control operation
is equivalent to an optimal encoding of the state before it
undergoes the open dynamics. We also study the effect of
applying the optimal control operations with some delay
after the start of the open evolution of the state. Applying
an initial control operation is equivalent to optimally en-
coding information before the action of a noisy channel, an
idea that has been proposed to preserve the multipartite
entanglement and the QFI of multiqubit systems [61, 62]
and recently tested experimentally [63]. In a continuous
variables setting, one may, along similar lines, use squeezing
to minimise the decoherence of non-Gaussian states evolv-
ing in a Gaussian environment, which is formally equivalent
to squeezing the state of the environment [64–67].

This paper is structured as follows. In Section 2, we
introduce Gaussian systems and the dynamical model we
will consider in the following. In Section 3, we revise
the basics of quantum parameter estimation, in particular
applied to Gaussian systems. Section 4 contains our results
about time-local optimal control applied to the preservation
of the QFI of Gaussian quantum states. Section 5 ends the
paper with some remarks and possible directions for future
studies.

2. System and dynamics

We shall consider a system of one bosonic, mode associ-
ated to a vector of canonical operators r̂ = (x̂, p̂)T obeying
the canonical commutation relations (CCR) [x̂, p̂] = i1̂,
where we have set ~ = 1. One may also express the CCR
in terms of the symmetrised commutator [47] [r̂, r̂T] =
r̂r̂T − (r̂r̂T)T = iΩ, where Ω is a 2 × 2 matrix known as
the symplectic form:

Ω =

(
0 1
−1 0

)
.

For a quantum state %̂, the expectation value of the observ-
able x̂ is given by 〈x̂〉 = Tr[%̂x̂]. Using vector notation, this
can be generalised to give the first and second statistical
moments of a state:

r = Tr[%̂r̂] , σ = Tr[{(r̂ − r), (r̂ − r)T}%̂] . (1)

The above definition leads to a real, symmetric CM σ,
satisfying σ ≥ iΩ.

We will consider the encoding of classical information
(a real parameter’s value) in Gaussian states, which may
in general be defined as the ground and thermal states of
quadratic Hamiltonians. Such states are fully characterised
by first and second statistical moments, as defined above.
Unitary operations which map Gaussian states into Gaus-
sian states are those generated by a quadratic Hamiltonian.
The effect of such operations on the vector of operators is
a symplectic transformation r̂ → Sr̂ where S is a 2 × 2
real matrix belonging to the real symplectic group Sp2,R,

i.e. SΩST = Ω. The corresponding effect on the CM of
the system is the transformation σ −→ SσST, while first
moments are transformed according to r 7→ Sr. It will be
convenient to parametrise single-mode symplectic trans-
formations though their singular value decomposition [47]:

S =

(
cosϕ sinϕ
− sinϕ cosϕ

)(
z 0
0 1

z

)(
cosχ sinχ
− sinχ cosχ

)
,

(2)
for χ, ϕ ∈ [0, 2π[ and z ≥ 1. From the normal mode
decomposition of σ and Eq. (2), it follows that the most
general CM of a single-mode system may be written as a
rotated and squeezed thermal state of the free Hamiltonian
(x̂2 + p̂2) [47]:

σ = ν

(
cos θ sin θ
− sin θ cos θ

)(
y2 0
0 1

y2

)(
cos θ − sin θ
sin θ cos θ

)
,

(3)
with squeezing parameter y ≥ 1, optical phase θ ∈ [0, 2π[,
we will also use the terms squeezing strength for the pa-
rameter r, defined as y = er, and squeezing angle θ.
These parameters appear in the unitary transformation

Ŝξ = e
1
4 ξ
∗â2− 1

4 ξâ
†2

, with the complex parameter ξ = reiθ,
where we have introduced the bosonic annihilation operator
â = (x̂+i p̂)/

√
2. The symplectic eigenvalue ν ≥ 1 captures
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the temperature and purity of the state; states with ν = 1
are pure, while the ground state of the free Hamiltonian
(the “vacuum” state) is obtained by setting y = ν = 1, so
that σ = 1.

The free, uncontrolled dynamics of our system will
be the diffusion induced by contact with a white noise
(Markovian) environment at finite temperature, described
by a Lindblad master equation

˙̂% = LN̄ %̂ =
(
N̄ + 1

)
D[â]%̂+ N̄D[â†i ]%̂ , (4)

where we have introduced the superoperator D [ô]%̂ =
ôρ̂ô† −

{
ô†ô, ρ̂

}
and the Lindbladian LN̄ , i.e. the gen-

erator of the dynamical semigroup [68, 69]. We work with
dimension-less time, expressed in units of the inverse loss
rate, that thus does not appear in (4); N̄ is the mean
number of excitations in the environment, related to its
inverse temperature β by the Bose law. This dynamics
describes loss in a thermal environment and is ubiquitous in
quantum optics. Since the generator is time-independent,
the solution from a time t0 to a time t is formally given
by the map e(t−t0)LN̄ . This evolution is also known as the
quantum attenuator channel.

At the level of Gaussian states this dynamics is de-
scribed by the following equations of motion for first and
second moments:

σ̇ = −σ +N1 , (5)

ṙ = −r
2
, (6)

where N = (2N̄ + 1). For a more general and detailed
description of Gaussian quantum systems and dynamics
similar to the one presented here see [47, 70].

We shall assume the ability to intersperse such an open
dynamics with instantaneous Gaussian (IG) unitary opera-
tions ÛIG that will enact our control, which correspond to
symplectic transformations in the phase-space description
suited to Gaussian states. In practice, this is a reasonable
assumption if the inverse loss rate is much larger than
the time it takes to perform a control operation. Albeit
such times may vary widely in specific cases, there exist
optical set-ups with typical decoherence times around 10
µs and operating times around 1 ns, where the hypothesis
of instantaneous controls is very reasonable.

3. Quantum parameter estimation

Let %̂θ be a set of quantum states whose exact form
depends on an unknown parameter θ. The problem of the
optimal estimation of θ (i.e., of obtaining an estimator
with minimal variance) through a fixed POVM Π = {Π̂x ≥
0 ,
∑
x Π̂x = 1}, is a classical problem associated with the

probability distribution p(x|θ) = Tr[Π̂x%̂θ]. The optimal
solution is given by the classical Fisher information IΠ,θ
(where we emphasise the dependence on the chosen POVM

in the context pictured above), given by

IΠ,θ =
∑
µ

p(µ|θ) [∂θ ln (p(µ|θ))]2 =
∑
µ

(p′(µ|θ))2

p(µ|θ) (7)

(where the prime denotes the partial derivative with respect
to the parameter θ), and by the associated Cramér–Rao
bound, which may be saturated by unbiased estimators:

∆θ ≥ 1√
nIΠ,θ

, (8)

where ∆θ is the standard deviation on the estimate of θ
and n is the number of measurements carried out (in the
language of statistics this corresponds to the sample size).
We stress that, while an unbiased estimator might not exist
for finite n, it is usually possible to find an estimator that
saturates (8) in the limit of large n [71, 72].

The optimisation of the classical Fisher information over
all possible POVMs gives rise to the QFI Iθ [1, 2, 73, 74]:

Iθ = max
Π

IΠ,θ = lim
ε→0

8 (1− F [%̂θ, %̂θ+ε])

ε2
, (9)

where, as above, the symbol Π stands for the whole set
of POVMs and the QFI is expressed in terms of the fi-

delity F [%, σ] =
∥∥√%√σ∥∥

1
, where ‖A‖1 = Tr

[√
AA†

]
is

the trace norm. One can prove that the QFI is monotoni-
cally decreasing when parameter independent channels are
applied to the state, while it is invariant if the transforma-
tion is a unitary [75, 76]. As one would expect, the QFI
enters the quantum Cramér–Rao bound

∆θ ≥ 1√
nIθ

. (10)

Since this inequality may be shown to be achievable, it
represents the ultimate bound to quantum parameter es-
timation. The QFI is therefore the most fundamental
quantity in assessing the sensitivity of a system to a certain
parameter, which might reflect environmental or technical
factors. Just as in the classical case, the inequality (10) is
usually saturated only in the asymptotic limit. However
the optimal POVM arg maxΠIΠ,θ might depend on the
true unknown value θ, thus some kind of adaptive strategy
is needed in general [60]. In other words, the information
quantified by the QFI makes sense in a local estimation
scenario, where we assume to have prior knowledge about
the parameter value and to be in a neighbourhood of the
true value of the parameter.

If the quantum states %̂θ are all Gaussian states, and
therefore the dependence on θ is entirely contained in the
CM σ and in the vector of first moments r, one may
obtain an analytical formula for the QFI. Such a formula is
particularly wieldy for single-mode Gaussian states [47, 77–
80], on which we shall focus in this paper:

Iθ =
1

2

Tr[(σ−1σ′)2]

1 + µ2
+

2µ′2

1− µ4
+ 2r′Tσ−1r′ , (11)

3



where µ = Tr[%̂2
θ] = 1/

√
Detσ = 1/ν is the purity of the

quantum states and the prime ′ denotes differentiation
with respect to the parameter θ. Notice that, in all of
the formulae above, the derivatives are taken at the ‘true’
value θ̄ of the parameter θ, so that both the QFI and the
optimal POVM will in general depend on θ̄ (more on this
issue later). In the following, it will be convenient to make
the distinction between θ and θ̄ explicit and clear.

4. Locally optimal control to protect the quantum
Fisher information

Later on, we shall assume Gaussian states depending
on an unknown optical phase or squeezing parameter and
subject to the diffusive dynamics (5,6), and assess the
performance of instantaneous control symplectics towards
the task of parameter estimation. We would like therefore
to determine controls that maximise the evolving QFI
associated with phase estimation. Notice that, although
the QFI is obviously invariant under unitary, and hence
symplectic, operations, its time-derivative under the free
open dynamics we are considering need not be, and in fact
is not. Therefore, symplectic controls may enhance the
QFI during the time evolution.

Our first step is then to obtain a general expression for
the time-derivative of the QFI (11) under Eqs. (5) and (6),
which is derived in Appendix A and turns out to be rather
compact:

İθ =
µ2Tr[(σ−1σ′)2](NTr[σ−1]− 2)

2(1 + µ2)2
− NTr[(σ−1σ′)2σ−1]

1 + µ2

− µ2Tr[σ−1σ′]
(
(NTr[σ−1]− 2)Tr[σ−1σ′] + 2NTr[σ−2σ′]

)
2(1− µ4)

+
µ6

(1− µ4)2
Tr[σ−1σ′]2(2−NTr[σ−1])− 2Nr′Tσ−2r′ .

(12)

The “locally” (in time) optimal control will be determined
by letting σ 7→ SσST (and likewise for σ′) and r 7→ Sr in
the expression above, and by maximising it with respect
to the parameters χ, ϕ and z that parametrise the control
S as per Eq. (2).

Inspection reveals that the controlled İθ does not de-
pend on the first rotation in the singular value decomposi-
tion of S, so that we can set χ = 0 in what follows without
loss of generality.

Also note that the control can never help preserving
the QFI associated with first moments, since the only term
which depends on them is clearly invariant under any S.
We will therefore neglect first moments hereafter.

4.1. Estimation of the squeezing angle

As a first case study, let us consider the estimation of
the optical phase θ of a squeezed state with first moments
independent from θ and CM of the form of Eq. (3). Notice
that this also encompasses the case of a state undergoing

the dynamics described by Eqs. (5,6) for any initial tran-
sient time, since the dynamics is phase-covariant, i.e. it
commutes with the action of the phase shifter imprinting
the dependence on the parameter θ. In other words, the
only difference between considering the instantaneous con-
trol acting at the beginning or at some intermediate time is
reflected in different values for the parameters ν and y, but
the optimization problem to be solved remains identical.

It is now convenient to define

Rθ =

(
cos θ sin θ
− sin θ cos θ

)
(13)

and observe that

R′θ = Rθ̄Ω = ΩRθ̄ , (14)

RT′
θ = R′−θ = −R−θ̄Ω = −ΩR−θ̄ (15)

(recall that all the derivatives with respect to the parameter
θ must be taken at the true value θ̄), where Ω is the 2× 2
symplectic form. Let us also define the diagonal squeezing
matrices Y 2 = diag(y2, 1/y2), which characterises the ini-
tial state, and Z = diag(z, 1/z), characterising the control
operation.

Including the transformation (2) for χ = 0, one has
the following expressions for the controlled σ−1 and σ′

associated to the estimation of the phase of squeezing:

σ−1 = ν−1Z−1R(θ̄+ϕ)Y
−2R−(θ̄+ϕ)Z

−1 , (16)

σ′ = νZR(θ̄−ϕ)[Ω, Y
2]R(ϕ−θ̄)Z

= ν

(
1

y2
− y2

)
ZR(θ̄−ϕ)σxR(ϕ−θ̄)Z , (17)

where σx is the Pauli x matrix. Whence

σ−1σ′ =

(
1

y2
− y2

)
Z−1R(θ̄+ϕ)Y

−2σxR−(θ̄+ϕ)Z (18)

and therefore, in this case,

Tr[σ−1σ′] = ν−1

(
1

y2
− y2

)
Tr[Y −2σx] = 0 , (19)

which simplifies our task greatly, since it sets to zero
the third and fourth term in Eq. (12) which, noticing

that Tr[(σ−1σ′)2] = 2
(

1
y2 − y2

)
and Tr[(σ−1σ′)2σ−1] =(

1
y2 − y2

)
Tr[σ−1], reduces to:

İθ = −
(

1

y2
− y2

)
2ν2 +Nν2(2ν2 + 1)Tr[σ−1]

2(ν2 + 1)2
. (20)

The optimal control operation is therefore the one that
minimises Tr[σ−1], whose coefficient above is negative. It
is apparent from the general expression of a single-mode
CM (3) that, up to the symplectic eigenvalue that is not af-
fected by a symplectic transformation, Trσ−1 is minimised,
obtaining the value 2/ν, by making the CM proportional to

4



e(t�tc)LN̄
<latexit sha1_base64="Pl3v/VdwiA32zwuWMD4XkdOhT04=">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</latexit>

%̂⇠
<latexit sha1_base64="N/dNG1rR2gbq8IVWadN0h6aiNjE=">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</latexit>

etcLN̄
<latexit sha1_base64="IPhHCofmv6p5Q1GS5ylpkIMsitk=">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</latexit>

%̂⇠,t
<latexit sha1_base64="QMxgrB1hg9URkslYylc9l++kTeI=">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</latexit>
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Figure 1: Schematic representation of the control protocol we consider.

A squeezed vacuum state %̂ξ = Ŝξ|0〉〈0|Ŝ†
ξ is subjected to the open

dynamics describing loss in a thermal environment and obeys the
master equation (4), or equivalently equation (5) for the CM, since
the state has zero first moments. At time tc (in units of the inverse
loss rate) a control operation is applied to the system, in the form

of a instantaneous Gaussian unitary UIG%̂ = ÛIG%̂Û
†
IG, with the aim

of slowing down the decrease in metrological usefulness of the state,
quantified by the QFI. The evolution then proceeds to the final time
t and the evolved state %̂ξ,t is measured. The metrological task is
to estimate the value of either φ (squeezing angle) or r (squeezing
strength), where ξ = reiφ.

the identity, which can always be done through a symplec-
tic control that undoes the initial rotation θ̄ and squeezing
z, i.e. by choosing ϕ = −θ̄ and z = 1/y.

Notice that such an optimal control depends on the
unknown value θ̄. This is however not too worrisome in
practice, as such a value may be estimated with a first run
of measurements without controls, which would provide
the hypothetical experimentalist with an approximation
of the optimal transformation. This situation is common
for local quantum estimation theory and it is analogous to
the well known fact that the optimal POVM, attaining the
quantum Cramér–Rao bound, also depends on θ̄ [60].

Moreover, very remarkably, once the initial squeezing
is undone and the state is brought in the optimal form,
no further control is required to maintain optimality, since
the free diffusive dynamics does not change the form of
the (unsqueezed) CM: a single manipulation is therefore
optimal among all possible control strategies.

Summing up, we have shown that the sensitivity of
squeezed states to their optical phase is enhanced if the
squeezing is undone through a single control operation.
In order to quantify the advantage granted by optimal
instantaneous symplectic controls, it is expedient to assume
that, at the time t = 0, an initial pure squeezed vacuum
state ρ̂ξ = Ŝξ|0〉〈0|Ŝ†ξ , with any given θ̄ and y and ν = 1,
starts being subject to the diffusive dynamics (5) and then
undergoes optimal control at a time tc ≥ 0. This setup is
schematically represented in Fig. 1.

Before the control is applied (i.e., for t < tc), one has

σ = e−tRθ̄Y
2R−θ̄ + (1− e−t)N1 , (21)

σ′ = e−t
(

1

y2
− y2

)
Rθ̄σxR−θ̄ , (22)

which may be inserted into Eq. (11) to obtain the QFI of
the evolved state (as shown in Appendix A, the second
term on the RHS of Eq. (11) is proportional to Tr[σ−1σ′]
and hence vanishes in our case, and so does the third as
the first moments do not contribute to the estimation).
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Figure 2: The QFI for the estimation of the squeezing angle θ as a
function of time (both dimensionless, the latter in units of inverse loss
rate), shown for different times at which the locally optimal control
is applied: the top (blue) curve depicts the case where the control
is applied at t = 0; at each subsequent curve, from top to bottom,
the control is applied 0.05 inverse loss rates later; the bottom curve
(green) depicts the uncontrolled QFI. In the upper panel we consider
a system with initial squeezing y = 3 and an open dynamics with
N = 1 (“pure loss”), while in the lower panel we consider y = 10 and
N = 2.

After the control is applied, for t ≥ tc, one has instead

σ = e−tY −1
c R(θ̄−ϕc)Y

2R−(θ̄−ϕc)Y
−1
c + (1− e−t)NY 2

c

=
(

e−(t−tc)νc + (1− e−(t−tc))N
)
1 , (23)

σ′ = e−te−t
(

1

y2
− y2

)
Y −1
c σxY

−1
c = e−t

(
1

y2
− y2

)
σx ,

(24)

where ϕc = θ̄ (the distinction between the two has been
maintained to make the derivation of σ′ clearer), the di-
agonal squeezing transformation Yc is chosen ad hoc to
make the CM proportional to the identity, and νc =√[

e−tcy2 + (1− e−tc)N
][

e−tc

y2 + (1− e−tc)N
]

is the sym-

plectic eigenvalue of the evolving state at the moment the
control is enacted.

The calculations detailed in the two previous paragraphs
yield the following expression for the “controlled” QFI as
a function of time:

Iθ =



e−2t
(

1
y2−y2

)2[
e−ty2+(1−e−t)N

][
e−t

y2 +(1−e−t)N

]
+1

, t < tc ,

e−2t
(

1
y2−y2

)2

(e−(t−tc)νc+(1−e−(t−tc))N)
2
+1

, t ≥ tc .
(25)

The effect of such a control scheme on the QFI is illustrated
in Fig. 2, where one may appreciate the advantage gained
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by activating the control protocol after different intervals
from the initial time. By comparing the two panels we can
also appreciate on a qualitative level that an initial control
operation is more useful when the initial squeezing is high,
since in this case the uncontrolled QFI drops more steeply.

4.2. Estimation of the squeezing strength

The same analysis carried out above for the squeezing
phase may be repeated for the squeezing strength of the
initial state. To this aim, it is convenient to re-parametrise
the state, setting y2 = er, so that Y 2 = erσz (σz being
the Pauli z matrix), and consider the estimation of the
parameter r. The problem becomes then completely phase-
invariant, so we can omit the rotation in the evolving state
without loss of generality, and just assume the CM νerσz ,
for r > 0 and ν ≥ 1.

The controlled σ−1 and σ−1 associated to the estima-
tion of the squeezing parameter r take the form

σ−1 = ν−1ZR−ϕe−rσzRϕZ , (26)

σ′ = νZ−1R−ϕerσzσzRϕZ
−1 . (27)

Whence
σ−1σ′ = ZR−ϕσzRϕZ

−1 , (28)

such that, once again, Tr[σ−1σ′] = 0, and Tr[(σ−1σ′)2] =
2, Tr[(σ−1σ′)2σ−1] = Tr[σ−1], leading to

İr = −2ν2 +Nν2(2ν2 + 1)Tr[σ−1]

2(ν2 + 1)2
. (29)

In this case too, the optimal control operation is the one
that minimises Tr[σ−1] that, as above, is obtained by set-
ting Z = erσz and ϕ = 0. The optimal strategy requires
a single control, since the free dynamics preserve the opti-
mal form of the CM (of minimal Tr[σ−1] upon symplectic
action).

Notice that the formulae for the estimation of the squeez-
ing parameter are identical to what found above, except
for the absence of the factor (y−2 − y2) in σ′ (clearly, for
the optical phase, the QFI is always equal to 0 for y = 1,
because the initial state is then rotationally invariant; this
is not an issue for squeezing, since such an operation admits
no invariant states). Assuming, like above, to start with a

pure squeezed vacuum state ρ̂ξ = Ŝξ|0〉〈0|Ŝ†ξ , and that the
control is applied at some time tc ≥ 0, one has the rescaled
formula for the QFI as a function of time:

Ir =


e−2t[

e−ty2+(1−e−t)N
][

e−t

y2 +(1−e−t)N
]
+1

, t < tc ,

e−2t[
e−(t−tc)νc+(1−e−(t−tc))N

]2
+1

, t ≥ tc .
(30)

with ν2
c =

[
e−tcy2 + (1 − e−tc)N

][
e−tc

y2 + (1 − e−tc)N
]
,

exactly as in the previous section. We plot this quantity
in Fig. 3: the behaviour in time is qualitatively the same
as the previous case of phase estimation, albeit the scale is
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Figure 3: The QFI for the estimation of the squeezing strength as a
function of time (both dimensionless, the latter in units of inverse loss
rate), shown for different times at which the locally optimal control
is applied: the top (blue) curve depicts the case where the control
is applied at t = 0; at each subsequent curve, from top to bottom,
the control is applied 0.05 inverse loss rates later; the bottom curve
(green) depicts the uncontrolled QFI. In the upper panel we consider
a system with initial squeezing y = 3 and an open dynamics with
N = 1 (“pure loss”), while in the lower panel we consider y = 10 and
N = 2.

different because of the absence of the factor (y−2−y2)2 in
the expression for Ir. In this case the initial QFI at t = 0
is independent from the parameter and equal to 1/2.

While the phase estimation considered in the previ-
ous section is not possible with an unsqueezed state, the
strength can instead be estimated at the true value r = 0.
However, as one would expect, in this particular case there
is no need for control operations since the state is already
thermal; this can also be checked explicitly from (30) by
setting y = 1.

5. Conclusions and remarks

We have only started to uncover the usefulness of time-
local quantum control for the task of parameter estimation.
In particular, Gaussian systems proved to be a useful test
bed for these strategies, since their simplicity allowed us to
derive closed form expressions for the relevant quantities
at play.

Essentially, we have shown that, for the considered open
dynamics, the locally-optimal (in time) way to delay the
decay of QFI about a parameter unitarily encoded in the
CM of a single-mode Gaussian state is to unsqueeze it,
thereby transforming it into a thermal state. This means
that such a thermal state is best suited to withstand a lossy
evolution in a thermal environment, which is mathemati-
cally described by a phase-covariant channel. Intriguingly,
our results might be related to the fact that the minimum
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output entropy of a phase-covariant Gaussian channel is
achieved by a thermal input state [81, 82], although we
lack a deeper understanding of this connection.

Several extensions of the ideas we have proposed here
can be envisioned, most notably dropping the assumption
of fast parameter encoding. This means that, instead of
only delaying the demise of the QFI of an initial state,
we should consider the situation where the parameter is
encoded simultaneously to the open dynamics, e.g., by
adding an Hamiltonian term in the Lindblad master equa-
tion or estimating parameters of the non-unitary part of
the Gaussian dynamics, see, e.g., [83–89]. In such scenarios
time-local control would be used to increase the rate at
which information about the parameter is acquired during
the dynamics.

Finally, let us briefly mention that there exist dynam-
ical decoupling schemes tailored for continuous variable
systems [90, 91] that could in principle be used to com-
pletely remove the effect of the environment. However, in
dynamical decoupling the control operations must be not
only instantaneous, but they have to be applied with a
rate greater than the environment cut-off frequency and
are thus very hard to implement in practice. On the other
hand our proposed strategy, while only capable of miti-
gating the effect of noise, can be readily implemented on
experimental platforms through a single control operation.
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Appendix A. Derivation of the time derivative of
the QFI

The starting point of this derivation is Eq. (11) for the
QFI of a single mode state together with the equations of
motion of the first an second statistical moments of the
Gaussian state (5) and (6).

The time derivative of the QFI (11) is

İθ =
1

2

(1 + µ2)Tr[∂t
(
σ−1σ

)2
]− Tr[

(
σ−1σ

)
]∂tµ

2

(1 + µ2)2

+
2(1− µ4)∂t(µ

′2) + 2µ′2∂tµ4

(1− µ4)2

+ 2(∂tr
′)Tσ−1r′ + 2r′Tσ−1(∂tr) + 2r′T(∂tσ

−1)r′

(A.1)

Finally, we need the equation of motions for the deriva-
tives of the first moment vector and of the CM, obtained by

differentiating (5) and (6) with respect to the parameter:

σ̇′ = −σ′ (A.2)

ṙ′ = −r
′

2
. (A.3)

In this calculation we will use the the following for-
mula for the derivative of the determinant of an invertible
matrix A(t): d

dtDetA(t) = DetA(t)Tr
[
A(t)−1 d

dtA(t)
]
, as

well as the formula for the derivative of the inverse matrix
d
dtA(t)−1 = −A(t)−1

(
d
dtA(t)

)
A(t)−1.

First term

We first start by noticing that

Tr
[
∂t
(
σ−1σ′

)2]
= 2Tr

[
(σ−1σ′)∂t(σ

−1σ′)
]
, (A.4)

where we have used the cyclicity of the trace. This term
can be simplified as follows

(σ−1σ′)∂t(σ
−1σ′) = (σ−1σ′)(∂tσ

−1σ′ + σ−1∂tσ
′)

= (σ−1σ′)(−σ−1(∂tσ)σ−1σ′ + σ−1∂tσ
′)

= (σ−1σ′)(−σ−1(−σ +N1)σ−1σ′ + σ−1(−σ′))
= −Nσ−1σ′σ−2σ′ ,

(A.5)

so that we obtain

Tr
[
∂t
(
σ−1σ′

)2]
= −2NTr

[
(σ−1σ′)2σ−1

]
. (A.6)

The second part of the first term’s numerator can be
expanded using the following identity

∂tµ
2 = ∂t(Detσ)−1 = − 1

(Detσ)2
(∂tDetσ)

= − 1

Detσ
Tr
[
σ−1∂tσ

]
= − 1

Detσ
Tr
[
σ−1(−σ +N1)

]
= −µ2

(
NTr[σ−1]− 2

)
.

(A.7)

Using Eqs. (A.6) and (A.7), from the first term in (A.1)
we obtain the first line of Eq. (12).

Second term

First of all, using the definition of the purity µ =
(Detσ)−1/2 we find that

µ′ = −1

2
(Detσ)−1/2Tr

[
σ−1σ′

]
= −µ

2
Tr
[
σ−1σ′

]
(A.8)

and analogously

∂tµ = −µ
2

Tr
[
σ−1∂tσ

]
. (A.9)

The first term we need to evaluate from the second line
of Eq. (A.1) is the following

∂t(µ
′2) = 2µ′(∂tµ

′) = −µTr
[
σ−1σ′

]
(∂tµ

′), (A.10)
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where now we need to evaluate this last term

∂tµ
′ = −1

2
(∂tµ)Tr

[
σ−1σ′

]
− 1

2
µ
(
∂tTr

[
σ−1σ′

])
=
µ

4
Tr
[
σ−1∂tσ

]
Tr
[
σ−1σ′

]
− µ

2

(
−Tr

[
σ−1(∂tσ)σ−1σ′

]
+ Tr

[
σ−1(∂tσ

′)
])

=
µ

4
Tr
[
σ−1(−σ +N1)

]
Tr
[
σ−1σ′

]
− µ

2

(
−Tr

[
σ−1(−σ +N1)σ−1σ′

]
+ Tr

[
σ−1(−σ′)

])
=
µ

4

{(
NTr

[
σ−1

]
− 2
)

Tr
[
σ−1σ′

]
+ 2NTr

[
σ−2σ′

]}
(A.11)

We thus get to

∂t(µ
′2) = −µ

2

4
Tr
[
σ−1σ′

]{(
NTr

[
σ−1

]
− 2
)

Tr
[
σ−1σ′

]
+ 2NTr

[
σ−2σ′

]}
(A.12)

For the next part of the second line of Eq. (A.1) we
need to evaluate the following term

µ′2∂tµ
4 =

(
−µ

2
Tr
[
σ−1σ′

])2

4µ3
(
−µTr

[
σ−1∂tσ

])
= −µ6Tr

[
σ−1σ′

] (
NTr

[
σ−1

]
− 2
)
.

(A.13)

From Eqs. (A.12), (A.13) and (A.1) we obtain the first
term on the third line of Eq. (12).

Third term

We consider the three terms on the last line of (A.1)
together and we find

2(∂tr
′)Tσ−1r′ + 2r′Tσ−1(∂tr) + 2r′(∂tσ

−1)r′

= −2r′
T
σ−1r′ − 2r′Tσ−1(∂tσ)σ−1r′

= −2r′
T
σ−1r′ − 2r′Tσ−1(−σ +N1)σ−1r′

= −2Nr′Tσ−2r′ ,

(A.14)

which is the last term in Eq. (12).
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